NET19
seecon Network Meeting Digitalization
Industry meeting with impulses for digital infrastructure, BIM and Smart City

The engineers of seecon cordially invite you to the seecon Network Meeting Digitalization NET19.

Since NET18, rapid developments have determined the topic of digitization. It is becoming clearer,
so clearer in fact that there could be a new dividing line between "digital" and "analogue" not only
do they talk at cross-purposes, they are even living at cross-purposes. When algorithms become
active, a self-contained new world emerges which many people encounter without understanding
it. Nevertheless, there are great things are expected of this development.
This year's highlights of the digitization event are therefore, machine learning in urban space, use
planning, data mining and new forms of cooperation, which we will explore and discuss with
guests from the worlds of politics, business, administration and science. Because only those who
have the knowledge can make the right decisions. Only those who know, can turn problems into
opportunities.
We look forward to welcoming you on September 27th at 9 a.m. in our offices in Hall 14 (Entrance
B, 3rd floor) of the former Leipzig cotton spinning mill! You are welcome to forward the invitation to
other interested parties. Registration is now possible at https://seecon.de/anmeldeformular-net19/
by following this link. You will find further useful information about the participation fees and
cancellation conditions, the downloadable program, an accommodation recommendation, privacy
information and latest Impressions of the year. An important note: due to the high interest in the
run-up to the event, the number of participants is limited to 200. For students there are again ten
free places. These will be allocated in the order in which they are registered.
If you have any questions, suggestions or requests, please do not hesitate to contact us via the usual
channels: leipzig@seecon.de or 0341-4840511.

